
Capital Vault Incorporated - Operational Integrity

Capital Vault Incorporated is a personal and private enterprise and endeavour. Private 
membership comes at a price. That price is idealism and altruism, you might even say self-
sacrifice, as it is about doing the right thing, the best thing, ideal, altruistic and the highest 
possible standard we can aim for.

Service is leadership, this leadership is directed to greater competence in every way 
imaginable. This is in actuality a more spiritual endeavour and exercise, not so much 
financial, technological and power based make it happen quest. Although, all of that is part of  
the equation. When we talk about operational integrity, this includes everything and it is not 
an impossible task, it is a worthy task, one that requires effort, continuous effort, diligence, 
deep thinking, critical analysis and relentless dedication, resolution and action. This also 
takes people, with the unwavering calibre of character, that is zealous and on fire for that gold  
standard, something that is not and cannot be tarnished, corroded or compromised. Is this an 
impossible standard and ideal? No, impossible usually takes longer and someone must 
believe in that reality.

The only acceptable reality, even as a house, industrial building, sky scraper, bridge, 
overpass or other civil engineering project must have the right foundation, the right  
specifications, the right materials, aggregate size and proportion, it must also be treated, 
formed, poured and built the right way. This even takes time to cure and be everything that it  
was designed and engineered to be, nothing less. Quality construction is not cheap, it’s not 
corroded, it does not have a built in cancer to self destruct like some criminal minded 
companies do for bridges and foundations, or materials that will rot, rust and experience 
failure of faculties or those purpose built characteristics. In la belle province, projects have 
stopped, many need to be torn down and replaced with integrity, total integrity. To rip off and 
defraud the client is not funny, it is completely un-acceptable, it is not civilized, it is not right 
and it will never be. As a builder or anyone engaged in any type of work, to take pride in their 
work is a good thing, the foundation is essential for the super-structure to be built and for all 
those requirement to be possible and even go beyond what is initially envisioned. This is 
important in any type of building enterprise. A comprehensive vision, accounts, portfolios,  
billions of dollars, endless securities and options, the life and future of people and the country,  
families, communities and industries is no different. True values and building things for the 
long term is something to be proud of in Canada and we do have a lot do be proud of. We can 
do this right and build even more great things together.

Now, you probably did not expect a discourse on the construction industry, but this is reality 
and you got the point. This idea of operational integrity works well in accordance with 
corresponding “Financial Reporting and Assurance Standards Canada”.  This is something 
anyone in business or not can become more familiar with.  Raise the bar, aim high, excel at  
everything you do. Capital Vault Incorporated is dedicated to responsibility, accountability,  
good governance and total integrity. A solid code of ethics, based on true values, timeless  
and pre-eminent morals, with right intentions, authentic leadership and actions that are 
authorized and acted upon without risk of mis-management, unlawful or unwise appropriation, 
allocation or related party transactions. These ideals are not just for crafty risk and liability  
management, it is the right thing to do!
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We believe that to build a long lasting civilization, a spirit of co-operation, co-development and 
even rugged individual pioneering elements are necessary, and these must be based on a 
solid foundation of spiritual values, golden character, sterling personality and a crystal clear 
knowledge of right and wrong. True education has true values, solid principals that make 
things great, something that is awesome and full of life and vitality, useful knowledge that is 
productive, beneficial, profitable in many ways, not just economically. This industrious work 
ethic, includes integrity in everything, management, paperwork, business and financial 
transactions, everything. We have clearly defined structure, a higher purpose, specific goals, 
clear vision, a challenging mission with a plan, and not just any plan, a strategic plan. Yes this 
takes thinking, lots of it, plus work, work, work!

This is essential in good government, governance, public and private enterprise and certainly 
with an environment that is private member based that must be dedicated to the evidence, 
fairness and rightness of the enterprise. This is ideal with the member/trustee/co-trustee 
management model and corresponding entities, agreements, transaction reporting and 
comprehensive organisation that is necessary for this endeavour. When people know, are 
aware and have a common point of reference, it makes it easier to secure and maintain that 
operational integrity. This is more of an operational structure approach, not endless 
regulations that cash rich enterprise can lobby or secure the right legislation or utilize lawyers 
to provide clever ways around things to justify some unethical criminal, breach of trust, 
security and confidence. Some types of lobby groups are good and useful, lawyers are good 
to have too, just not for criminal activities. 

Many of these events, situations and things now are or will be plain as day, this current age of  
transition and enlightenment is here for our benefit. We can advance to the next stage of  
human development and build a much better society with spiritual survival value, otherwise 
we will simply be wiped off the galactic or planetary map. The evidence is all over the world.  
Self destructive and genocidal lifestyles will be more and more obvious, so why destroy 
yourself, why die, why experience tragedy or failure? Operational integrity is for everyone, 
regardless of the person contributing $1.00 or $100 million or more, it is important everything 
goes and does exactly what it is meant to, no fine print, clever arguments, justification, eroded 
reasoning faculties or excuses. Now, is that ambitious, is that practical, is that more up to 
speed? Everyone benefits, everyone wins, it’s just a matter of time when you build things on a 
solid foundation based on true values.

Finally, we can go back to the classic saying in effect, “If anything is worth doing, it is worth to  
do the very best we can, according to our ability, resources and environment”. This means 
continuous improvement as always our capacity to do more, our awareness understanding 
and resources change over time, that dedication is essential as we start and go in that 
direction we have determined. As we may consider that in a multitude of councillors there is 
safety, this is extremely valuable in building long term relationship, solid enterprise, a more 
successful group of people adding a lot more value to Canada and something that we can all  
be proud of and for being an important element in this positive, constructive and noble 
endeavour that we choose to be an important part of.  This operational integrity idea may very 
well be the most important thing to know and agree on.  If you agree with this, we can build  
anything we each set our mind and heart to, it is simply that powerful.
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